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Fred Wah. 

(A Molecular Poetics) 

(and/or) 

Loose Change 

the of 

and to a in 
that it is I 

for be was as 

"Now I know I have a heart because it's broken." 

"Loose Change" is meant, variously, as "what's left over" (and rattling around), 

what you can piggy bank on, what you can spare. I'd like to set notions of the" cents" in 

writing alongside notions of aggregation and difference. A "Molecular Poetics" would 

be, then, a set of tools in writing that amplify the minute and particular, the discernment 

of cells in composition that indicate a potential for presence, residue, evidence. Or, like 

the Tin Man's "Now I know I have a Heart because it's broken," now we know we're 

reading writing writing (as opposed to some confessional realism) because its language 

is in pieces. Words as Cents. Histology, the study of (word) cells. The punctum, the beat, 

the gap, the gasp, the pulp, the pulse, the suprasegmental sigh, the sign. 
As writers, some of us have attempted to dis-shelve textual transparency through 

the use of any heterocellular aftershock we can lay our hands on. Even silence. 

Particularly silence, because of the excessive noise it makes. Anything in language or its 

action that is dysmorphic, that will work against reading's vested interests in a coher

ence of form and meaning, reading's preferred attention to the words as symbols and 

connotations rather than, as Maurice Blanchot characterizes, 
Nonunifying words which would accept not to be a gateway or bridge (pant), 

which do not "pontificate," words able to cross both sides of the abyss without 

filling it in and without reuniting the sides (without reference to unity). (46) 

It is at these points (not pants) and recognizable gaps, where, Blanchet continues, 

our "waiting assures not only the beautiful hiatus that prepares the poetic act, but also 

and at the same time, other forms of cessation ... and always such that the distinctions one 

can make between them do not avoid but solicit ambiguity" (47). Writing needs waiting. 

Writing needs to stop itself to know what's possib e, impossible, to get within the silence 

of waiting. 
You should sit on a log in order to hear yourself think, in order to contemplate how 

lost you are. This gap that interruption condenses reveals nucleotidal alphabets nece -
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as anything else. I immediately think of Louis Zukofsky's "Poem Beginning 'The"' and 
his 40-year long personal epic, "A". Or Barry McKinnon's The the .. 

These little words are workers. They are part of what William Carlos Williams, in 
a letter to Louis Zukofsky, called "Actual word stuff, not thoughts for thoughts" (cited 
in Quatermain, 90). Most of them are not nouns (except as syntax might make them, 
when faked as in the above poem, for example). 

But "Forget grammar and think about potatoes." Gertrude Stein suggested this in 
1931 (How to Write 109). Think about words as a kind of Derridean dietary supplement. 

ROAST POT A TOES 

Roast potatoes for. 
(Tender Buttons 51) 

Stein has inserted that preposition "for" into a syntactic and poetic site that suddenly 

multiplies productive possibilities in at least five ways: its aural ambiguity, ever-present 
within the written paragram, allows the preposition to be heard as the number noun 
"four"; it shifts the power to control the sentence away from "Roast potatoes" as the 
syntactic subject; it increases the morphemic value of" for" to a verb (as Ron Silliman [85] 
has noted); it leverages into perception not only the sentence as an incomplete thought 
but the autonomous and infinite silence of the period; it activates the ambiguity available 
between "Roast" as adjective and "Roast" as verb; and the period, under this extreme 
dictional pressure, is suddenly forced into motion and translates into a question mark 
(why, what, when, who).* Suddenly the potent particularity of this preposition, its 
ability to perform, implodes, breaking up the transparent syntax easy reading allows. 

The particular attention to the plasticity of language by Williams, Zukofsky, and 
Stein has been well documented as the response by writers for whom English is a second 
language to the imperializing dominance of British English.** Stein spent her first six 
years in Vienna and Paris probably first speaking German and most of her adult life in 
Paris speaking French and writing English. Zukofsky grew up in a Yiddish-speaking 
New York neighborhood. And Williams learned Spanish and English simultaneously. 
The familiar "So much depends upon" of Williams' "Red Wheelbarrow" flags both the 
poignant necessity of objects ("so much depends upon things") over symbols as well as 
the social praxis sought after through the poetics I'm discussing here. There is an 
immense difference between Eliot's connotative, symbolic, and culturally inscribing 

* I discuss the period in "The Poetics of the Potent. " 

**See Peter Quartermain, "Actual Word Stuff, Not Thoughts" (98-103); also Charles Berns tein, 

"Time Out o f Motion" (106-120). Quartermain usefully contextualizes this disjunctive poetics: 

The situation of the American wri ter in the first thirty or fo rty years of this centu ry bears 
distinct resemblances to the situa tion of the writer in the postcolonial world where the 

g rand hegemonic a uthority of rule by imperial s tanda rd is giving way to a frequently 

bewildered and more often than not anarchic series of disagreements w hich threaten to 

render the socia l and political fabric utterly incoherent. 
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Type (typos) was recognized as individual. (We sixties poets were trying to find 
our own voices). That sense of the individual imprint, outside of tradition, outside of an 
inherited world of form, became immediate. We used the Gestetner, the letter press, the 
typewriter. Type became letter as literal and letter as object. 

The alphabet. Think of, among so many, bpNichol's investment in the graphemic 
(what he calls "The Optophonetic Dawn" in his essay, "The "Pata of Letter Feet" [80]) 

throughout The Martyrology: 
i want the world 

absolute & present 
all its elements 
el 
em 
en 

t's 

0 

pq 
r 

orbd 
bidet 

confusion of childhood's 'kaka' 

the Egyptian 'KA' 

rising out of 
the body of 
the language 

(Bk.4) 

soul 

That "body of language" in Nichol's poem comes from a substantially different 
(male) extrusion of anti-technology than a concurrent crucial touchstone in a feminist 
and sexual poetics that also seeks to conflate body and language. Nicole Brossard's 

river moulded in the calm 
flood as fierce and floral fl 

("Articulation (sic) Deformation in Play") 
posits the fragment not so much as a foregrounding of graphemic potential, as in ichol, 
but as a "ritual of shock" (Public 3). Nichol's use of the lower-case "i" for first-person we 
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no pronouns) as a way of contesting the closure of inherited notation. Silence as pulse, 
without connotation. Not silence as absence, but, as Blanchot (and John Cage as well) 
suggests, silence as transformative, again, liminal. 

Now to this hiatus - to the strangeness, the infinite between us - there 
corresponds, in language, the interruption that introduces waiting. Only let it be 
clear that this stop is represented not necessarily or simply by silence, a blank, 
or a void (how crude that would be), but by a change in the form or the structure 
of language (when speaking is primarily writing) .... (46) 

That loose change rattling around in the gap includes the punct (perhaps not 
unrelated to Barthes' notion of the punctum in photography, the liminal spot in a 
photograph off to one side that mysteriously appeals, and shimmers the photo into 
something more than it seems). Note the recognizable plasticity Steve McCaffery plays 
with in a chunk of Evoba, one of his most "molecular" expeditions. 

a table, 
a taste, 

a spell. 
a sphere. 
a star. 

a tautology, 

a telegram; 
a tendency; 
a tension; 

the microscope: 
some milk 
a mistake 

we might be 
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might be 
feminist writer might use a molecular poetics both to intervent her complicity and 

intersubjectivity (she recognizes the containment of herself as "social object" at the same 

time she realizes that that is a "self" she can act from) as well as to condition a productive 

coalition with governing relations. 
In her "Preface" to Sunday Water: Thirteen Anti-Ghaznls, Phyllis Webb explains her 

insistence on the local and particular as a way of defying generalizing tradition. 

"Drunken and amatory" with a "clandestine order," the subject of the 

traditional Ghazal was love, the Beloved representing not a particular woman 

but an idealized and universal image of Love .. .. 
Mine tend toward the particular, the local, the dialectical and private. There 

are even a few little jokes. Hence "anti-Ghazals." 

The particular and local, in contrast to the idealized and universal, is what's needed to 

shift the historical (the histological). Webb's intrusion into literary form (one might 

argue, even into cultural hegemony and canonization) with her own feminan t specificity 

therefore also becomes a tactical intrusion into social form in the desire to illuminate the 

total potential. Her "coalition" with this form is even more playful in her subsequent 

collection of ghazals, Water and Light: Ghazals and Anti-Ghazals where the formal 

distinctions become so blurred I can't be sure which I'm reading, ghazal or anti-ghazal. 

Lyn Hejinian's poetic sequence, The Cell, demonstrates a molecular poetics that is 

relentless and engaging in its "exploration of the relation of the self to the world, of the 

objective 'person' to the subjective being 'as private as my arm' ... . '[T]he Cell' of this 

work connotes several things, some contradictory: biological life, imprisonment, closure, 

and circulation" (jacket). Her desire is to write a poem 
which would not be about a person but which would be like a person ... which 

[is] to its language what a person is to its landscape ... [a poem that] would be 

both in language and a consequence of language and [that] would be both 

identifiable (or real) and interpretable (or readable). (Poetics Journal 167) 

In other words, she wishes to locate the particularity of the selves in the particularity 

of language because, "It is here that the epistemological nightmare of the solipsistic self 

breaks down, and the essentialist yearning after truth and origin is discarded in favor of 

the experience of experience" (167). The following poem from The Cell illustrates how the 

performance of severed syntax can pressure the reorganization of thought about and 

presence in moments of "being": 

This egg is an emotion 

The sensing of a large 

amorour aptness 

It is putting us in 
mind of the other things 

of most thoughts 
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Is "it" pleasure? 
Nancy Shaw's book, Scoptocratic, along with her explanatory letter I statement 

about the book provide an extraordinarily useful creative and critical field that reflects 
what I'm trying to outline. I don't want to oversimplify the range of writing that Shaw 
activates in this book (it is magnetic in its variety and innovation). But her compositional 
premise of the writing, "to mess up dominant meaning" by gazing through the "hidden 
and invisible spaces camouflaged as important sites of hegemonic description" in post
war Hollywood melodrama, delightfully manifests how, for this feminist writer, the 
infiltration by the "specific" into the total (and totalizing) "allows for a mobility that 
generates new discursive positions while rigorously contesting hegemonic inscription" 
(untitled 89). "By inhabiting nodes of excess," she explains, 

I hope to enact a poetic arrest. This is the method that I liken to my photographic 
examination of cinematic frames [in Scoptocratic]. In so doing, I attempt to 
accumulate a litany of all that changes from one frame to the next, thereby 
illuminating the most minor details crucial to the seamless constructions of such 
stories. (88) 

One example of this "poetic arrest" (from a section of Scoptocratic entitled "It's always 
the good swimmer who drowns") torques the conjunction "that" as an item normally 
expelled by narrative (both syntactically and cinematically): 

One false move. 
Rumour. Scandal. Passion. 

That he became her bodyguard. Ihavewatchedyou discreetly. One 
may infer from this episode and begin to take an interest in nature. 

Ascertaining all her habits. And so on. That the father met the 
daughter in the company of a lady. (86) 

What's arrested here, among other things, is a poetic narrative that vectors 
back into the liminal loose change that narrative closure usually discards as 
excessive. 

Now I know I have a heart because it's broken but should I fix it now to keep it 

strokin' or should I hear each piece as it is spoken and stoke heart's heat so hot I smell 

it smokin' or could this clock made up of parts be jokin' that missing spark a mis-read 

gap provokin' and little sock of baby breath not chokin' the piggy bank of words much 

more than tokens not just the gossip love is always cloaked in nor all tl1e meaning text 

is usually soaked in but roast potatoes for a tender button so much depends upon the 

things unspoken and if the heart is just this clock around which clusters all that's not and 

if the of and to an in that it is I for be was as can set these el em en t's far apart so all the 

floods are fierce and floralfl's and hasten slowly stops me at my selves right now I'llhave 

an egg because I know its yolks inside and what I have to do is crack it open. 
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